This north bus loop must be completed by mid August 2015, the work cannot start until school is out in late June 2015. The bus loop is being pulled east to allow for the digging of the foundation of the new auditorium. With that the entry road work including utilities from Geremonty Drive should also be bindered in summer 2015.

Work in this north parking lot will be done summer 2015, work cannot start on this lot until school is out in late June 2015

Work in courtyard to take place in the summer of 2016

This section of the east parking lot has existing portable classrooms, these will not be removed until the end of the project, this small section will be completed in Summer 2018

This east parking lot will go with the phase 3 Building, Summer 2016

Phase 1 April 2015
This south roadway will become the construction access for the project. Initial construction of this road should be a binder course. New Water and electric utilities need to be run as early as possible so connections can be made to existing boilers and electric room prior to the start of the new building

Harvey Construction Site Phasing
February 4, 2015